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This invention relates to .a method for making 
feminine hat frames and hats and to such frames 
or hats. It is in particular applicable to frames 
consisting of more than one part, for instance a 
brim and a crown, and to hats consisting of more 
than one part, for instance a brim and a crown 
or several superposed layers. The separate parts 
may be made of the'same or of different mate 
rials, as desired. 
In the conventional method of making frames 

for feminine hats consisting of several parts, the 
several parts are separately blocked out of buck~ 
ram, rice net, miscellaneous cotton goods or 
other suitable material, and subsequently the 
separate pieces are carefully pieced together by 
stitching. This sewing together of the separate 
pieces is a tedious and time consuming process. 
Moreover, great care must be taken to correctly 
align the separate parts as designed, since other~ 
wise the ?nished product will not assume the 
intended shape. 
According to the present invention, the step 

of sewing together the separate pieces is elimi 
nated, overlaying portions of the different pieces 
being held together by the blocking operation. 
This not only considerably simpli?es the method 
of production, but also assures the correct rela 
tive positioning of the various pieces constituting ‘ 
the hat frame or hat. 

It is a primary object of the present invention 
to provide a method of making either hats or hat 
frames, wherein the crown is simultaneously 
formed and secured to the brim in a single die 
forming operation. 
A further object is to provide a method where 

in the crown is formed of a different material 
from that of the brim, the crown preferably being 
of a relatively ?exible material, the frame being 
formed of a relatively stiff in?exible material, 
and wherein the brim and crown are bonded to 
gether to form a unitary hat or hat frame by 
means of a relatively simple, highly economical 

, and extremely effective die-forming operation. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a method of forming hats and hat frames by 
one or more die-forming operations and to pro 
vide such a method wherein the crown is formed 
of a different and more ?exible material than 
the material of the brim; 

Still another object is to provide a hat or hat 
frame and a method of making same wherein the 
crown is formed of a material so sheer and flex 
ible as not to be able to retain its crown shape 
if blocked separately. ‘ In one form of the pres 
ent invention the brim is provided with a stiff 
upstanding brace ?ange and the sheer ?exible 
crown material is adhesively secured to the brace 
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2 
?ange by heat and pressure simultaneously with 
the crown blocking operation, the brace flange 
serving to maintain the crown shape of the crown 
material notwithstanding the sheer flexible na 
ture of the latter. Therefore, the present meth 
od enables the use of extremely sheer flexible 
crown materials for the ?rst time in the history 
of the ladies’ hat industry, since by the methods 
of the prior art it was necessary to block and form 
the crown independently of the brim and hence 
the crown material had to be sufficiently stiff to 
retain its crown shape independently of any ex 
ternal supporting or bracing structure. 
A further object is to provide a method where 

in the starch-like stiffening substance, with which 
crown and brim sheet materials have been im 
pregnated by the textile manufacturer before 

‘ they are delivered to the hat frame manufacturer, 
is also utilized as an adhesive securing the crown 
to the brim, thereby eliminating the costly sew 
ing operation heretofore necessary for this pur 
pose. 
Further objects and advantages of the present 

invention will become apparent in conjunction 
with the following speci?cation and drawing, in 
which 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a hat frame ac 
cording to the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is a cross-section on the line 2-2 of Fig. 
1 through part of a hat frame according to this 
invention; 

Fig. 3 is a cross-section through a die for hat 
frames, adjusted for brims; 

Fig. 4 is a cross-section through a die: for hat 
frames, adjusted for crowns; 

Fig. 5 is a cross-section through a hat frame 
according to this invention. 
Referring to Fig. 1, It) indicates the brim and 

If the crown of a hat frame. I2 is a conven 
tional binding stitched onto the edge of the 
brim. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the overlapping of a portion 
of the crown material H of the hat frame and 
the brim It. In the embodiment shown, over 
lapping occurs over the entire width of the brim 
and somewhat inwardly of the crown. However, 
it may be desirable to have the two pieces over 
lap only a shorter portion. A wire l4, stiffening 
the outer edge of the brim, is generally attached 
by means of‘ a binding l2 stitched to the brim 
at l3. 

Fig. 3 shows a conventional die for hat forms, 
when adapted for the blocking of brims. The die 
consists of a lower portion ll, an insert l8 and 
a top portion l9. The lower portion i1 is per 
manently supported by legs 20, while the top 
portion, in operation, is engaged by a press, not 
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shown, through lugs 21. A burner 22 maintains 
the die at operating temperature. The brim I!) 
between the lower portion i1 and the upper por~ 
tion I9 of the die is also indicated. A central 
area It? in the brim-forming piece is later re 
moved, as is any superfluousmaterial 23’pro 
truding beyonclthe edge of the die, if necessary. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the same die now adapted for, 
?nally forming the 'hatjar'ticle and used,accord-. 
ing to the ‘present method. The lower portionln 
supported by legs 20 is identical with that shown 
in Fig. 3. 
which is shaped to block the.v crown, followedby 
a top concave female die member‘23 having up‘; 
standing posts 25 which will receive pressure via; 
the platten of a pressi The brim part It is 
shown in position and ‘so, is the crown H, over— 
lapping the brim. The crown may be either of 
a frame ‘materialor of several layers of material, 
such as a lining, a frame material, and one .or 
more outer fabric layers, for instance straw'cloth, 
velvet or satin. . 

Fig. 5 shows a ?nished’frame, illustrating the 
relative positions of the brim part it"and the 
crown part II. If 'sev‘erallayers of the same or 
different materials have been used in either'blo'ck- 
ing operation, the article or part thereof will 
comprise a composite of such material or ma 
terials. V , 

In the method according to the present inven 
tion, and referring'?rst to Fig. 3, the insert I8 
is initially ‘placed in‘assemble'd relation on the 
lower portion 17 of the male or convex die-form 
ing member and a sheet of material which is to 
form the brim is then placed over'the lower por 
tion I? and insert ‘i 8. The brim ‘material is pref - 
erabl'y relatively stiff and in?exible 'as' compared 
with the relatively ?exible‘ material which is to 
besubsequently employed in forming the crown. 
However, it is to’ be. understood that the relative 
degrees of flexibility of the brim and crown‘ ma~ 
terials may be varied as desired. _ 
The die member [9 is then moved downward~ 

ly so as to form thebrim material into the'con 
?guration shown in Fig. 3. The die‘member I9 ‘is 
then moved upwardly and the formed brim ma~ 
terial is removed from the die. The central area 
56 of the formed._ brim material is then cutout 
and discarded, thereby leaving an annular brim. 
The insert I8 is then removed an'd‘thev convex 

insert 215 substituted therefor, as shown in Fig. 4. 
The annular brim isthen'plac'ed around the low 
er or male convex die member. A sheet of crown 
material, preferably of greater‘?exibility’ than 
thematerial of the brimrbut not necessarily‘ so, 
is then placed over the lower or male convexdie 
member formed by die portions l1 and 212, and 
also in superimposed or overlapping relation with 
respect to the annular brim. The upper or con 
cave female die member 23 ‘is then moved down--v 
wardly into contact with the crown material while 

However, there is now an .insert 243. 
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simultaneously stretching and tensioning the lat- - 
ter in radially outward directions. I 

Either the brim material or the crown mate 
rial may be provided with a suitable adhesive 
and either of these materials maybe moistened 
or dampened before being assembled on the male 
die member, if desired. 

It will thus be seen that the die members 23 and 
I1, 24 apply heat and molding pressure to the 
brim and the crown material, thereby simul 
taneously die-forming the crown material into a 
crown and securing the crown to the brim. The 
female die member 23 may then be moved up 
wardly and the completed unitary hat or hat 
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4 
frame may then be removed from the lower 
member I1, 24. 

die 
It is further proposed to put several layers of’ 

material, such as lining, a frame material and an 
outer fabric, or, several outer; fabrics; all over 
lapping over all'or partjof theirsurfaces, simul 
taneously into the press. These layers will, dur 
ing the blocking operation, be fused together by 
the presence of some adhesive in either or several 
of the materials, moistened before blocking. 

It'is to be understood that the term “hat” as 
employeduin the speci?cation and claims is in 
tended to be a generic term meaning any type 
of head coveringhaving a crown and brim and 
its use in this application includes both a ?n 
ished hat or the uncovered hat frame. 
Although the integralsheet of material des 

ignated i'nthe speci?cation as‘ ‘_“crown I,l”1is_ pro 
vided'in the disclosed embodiment of the inven 
tion with a ?ange'elike portion lying‘ in superim 
posed relation with respect tojthe brim, l0, this 
?ange-like portion having the same shape as the 
brim It therebeneath, the entire sheet H is re 
ferred to as a “crown” notwithstanding the fact 
that it is only the upper portion of'the sheet II 
which is of crown shape, whereas’ ‘the lower 
flange-like portion may be’regarde'd' as being a 
brim portion. The reasons'for this terminology, 
that is designating both the crown'and brimpoiw 
tion of the sheet II by the‘ term“: “crown” are 
several. First‘, such terininologyyis the" accepted 
one universally‘ employed in 'thejhat frame in 
dustry. Second, ‘the brim‘ or lower ?ange-like 
portionof the sheet H which'lie‘s in ‘superim 
posed relation over the 'brim' l0 ‘usuallyfdoes not 
function as‘v a briin.___That ;is', the" brim 1901s 
usually, although ‘not always/of‘ vmueh stiffer 
material than the sheet Ilandjhence most‘of 
the reinforcing and shape-‘retaining; functions 
of a brim are supplied-by the brim ll)v rather than 
by the lower ?ange7like 'portion‘ofjthe‘ sheet H. 
Third, it is to be understood'that'the'j?angeelike 
or brim portion, of ‘the sheet ‘I I 'may'be'elimin'ated 
if desired without‘departing, from'the scope of 
the invention, such brim portion'jbeingpresent 
in the disclosed embodimeht’bééa‘useitsis are- 
sult .of the. referred and-i mostadvantage'ous 
mannérof 'p' cticing' the invention rather than 
because it is an. essential aridnecé‘s's‘ary‘element 
thereof. In vother words, thesheet materials 7| I 
may .be circularly cut approximately ‘along the 
lower edge offits crown portion so‘ as to’selimi'n'ate 
the lower ?ange-like or brimipor'tlion of the’sheet 
ll entirely, or, only'ipart of the‘brini-por‘tion of 
thesheet ll‘ maybe'eu't away if desired.‘ 
The term “heat-seamen. adhésiv'e”_'as "used in._ 

the claims refersv to anyt peer adhesive with; 
which the crown‘ or?br'iin material may be im 
pregnated:v and. which adhesive 'will be 7 activated 
to adhere the crown to the'ibr'i'm upon-the app 
pli'c’ation of heat, as is well kridwn in the art. 

It will be ulflderstood‘thalt varieus modifications: 
may be madeinith‘e method andresumingarnne 
illustratedand described herein without ‘depart. 
ing from the spirit of ‘ 

_Having thus described my invention, ‘what ? 
claim and desire to secure by "Letters Patent isv 
as follows: 1 . __ H e 

1. A method of making hats-comprising the 
steps of forming an annular brirhfplacing the; 
brim around amale convexv member of a bait 
forming die, placing a sheet ofcrown material‘ 
over said maledie member- and: overlapping 
relation to the brim ~so as to provide overlapping 
portions of the crown material to the brim, plac 
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ing a female concave member of said hat-form" 
ing the into engagement with said crown mate 
rial, and applying heat and pressure to said ma~ 
terial and brim by means of said die members 
and thereby simultaneously molding the mate~ 
rial into a crown and adhesively securing the 
brim thereto at the overlapping portion of the 
crown material. 

2. A method of making hat frames comprising 
the steps of forming an annular brim of relatively 
stiff material, applying adhesive to the brim, plac 

ing the brim on a male convex member of forming die, placing a sheet of crown material 

having greater ?exibility than the material of 
the brim on said male die member and in over» 
lapping relation with respect to the brim so as 
to provide overlapping portions of the crown ma~ 
terial to the brim, applying moisture to said 
crown material and said brim, placing a female 
concave member of said forming die into engage 
ment with said crown material while simultane 
ously stretching and tensioning the latter, and 
applying heat and pressure to said crown mate- 
rial and brim by means of said die members there 
by simultaneously molding the crown material 
into a crown and adhesively securing the brim 
thereto at the overlapping portion of the crown 
material. 

3. A method of making hats or hat frames 
comprising the steps of forming an annular brim 
of relatively stiff material, placing the brim 
around a male convex member of a hat-forming 
die, placing a sheet of crown material over said 
die member in overlapping relation to the brim 
so as to provide overlapping portions of the 
crown material to the brim, said crown material 
being relatively ?exible as compared with the 
material of the brim, placing a female concave 
member of said hat-forming die into engage 
ment with said crown material and applying heat 
and pressure to said crown material and brim 
by means of said die members so as to simul 
taneously mold the crown material into a crown 
and secure the brim thereto at the overlapping 
portion of the crown material. 

4. A method of making hat frames having a 
crown of ?exible material which is too sheer to 
retain its shape when formed independently of 
a reinforcing brim or other bracing element, said 
method comprising the steps of forming an an 
nular brim of relatively stiif material and hav~ 
ing an upstanding brace ?ange formed therewith, 
placing the brim on a male convex'member of a 
forming die, placing a sheet of said sheer ?exible 
crown material on said male die member and in 
overlapping relation with respect to said annular 
brim and its upstanding brace ?ange of the brim 
so as to provide overlapping portions of the 
crown material and the brace ?ange, applying 
moisture to said crown material, said crown ma 
terial andsaid brim material containing a starch~ 
like stiffening substance, placing a female con 
cave member of said forming die into engage~ 
ment with said crown material while simultane 
ously stretching and tensioning the latter, and 
applying heat and pressure to said crown mate 
rial and said annular brim by means of said die 
members thereby simultaneously molding the 
crown material into a crown and causing said 
starch-like stiffening substance to» form an ad 
hesive securing the crown material to the brim 
and its upstanding brace ?ange at said over 
lapping portions thereof, whereby said upstand 
ing brace ?ange supports said crown material 
along the ?ange engaging portion of the latter 
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6 
and maintains its crown shape notwithstanding 
said sheer ?exible nature of the crown material. 

5. A hat frame comprising an annular brim of 
relatively stiff material and having an upstand~ 
ing brace ?ange extending around the inner pc~ 
riphery thereof, and a crown, said crown having 
a crown shape and being formed of a sheer ma 

terial too ?exible to maintain its crown sh without external supporting or bracing struct 1 

therefore, said brim and crown materials con 
taining a starch-like stiffening substance, the 
lower portion of said crown lying in superim~ 
posed relation with respect to said brim and said 
upstanding brace ?ange, said stiffening substance 
serving to retain the shape of the crown and 
the brim and said stiffening substance also being 
an adhesive securing said lower portion of the 
crown to said brim and said upstanding brace 
flange thereof, whereby the brace ?ange supports 
the crown material along the ?ange engaging 
portion of the latter and maintains its crown 
shape notwithstanding said sheer ?exible nature 
of the crown material.‘ 

6. A method of making hat frames of mate- 
rial impregnated with a. starch-like stiffening 
substance so as to utilize said substance as an 
adhesive and thereby render sewing operations 
unnecessary, said method comprising the steps 
of forming an annular brim of a first sheet of 
said impregnated material, moistening a second 
sheet of said impregnated material, placing said 
second sheet in superimposed relation to said 
brim and in contact therewith, applying heat 
and molding pressure to said second sheet and 
said brim so as to simultaneously form said sec~ 
0nd sheet into a crown and cause said starch 
like stiffening substance to adhesively secure 
said crown to said brim. _ 

7. A method of making hat frames comprising 
the steps of forming a brim, placing a sheet of 
material containing a heat-scalable adhesive in 
contact with said brim, and applying heat and 
molding pressure to said sheet and said brim so 
as to simultaneously form said sheet into a 
crown andv to adhesively secure said crown to 
said brim. 

8. A method of making hat frames of material 
impregnated with a starch-like stiffening sub 
stance so as to utilize said substance as an ad~ 
hesive and thereby render sewing operations un~ 
necessary, said method comprising the steps of 
forming an annular brim of a ?rst sheet of said 
impregnated material, moistening a second sheet 
of said impregnated material, placing said sec 
ond sheet in superimposed relation to said brim 
and in contact therewith, simultaneously die~ 
forming said second sheet into a crown while 
activating said starch-like stiffening substance 
by means of heat to adhesively secure said crown 
to said brim. 

JOSEPH TURSHIN. 
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